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Plain and simple and totally unexpectedÃ¢â‚¬â€¢this small, plain-text, NLT metal-cover Bible is

about giving teens something totally unique without directly saying it's for them. The Metal Bible has

the hippest exterior ever! With a metallic matte finish on the outside and the complete NLT

translation on the inside, the Bible will be a favorite among students of all ages. Style-conscious

teens will find this lightweight, compact edition of the Scriptures irresistible.

Series: Heavy Metal Bible Series

Paperback: 1104 pages

Publisher: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. (October 1, 2002)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 0842372326

ISBN-13: 978-0842372329

Product Dimensions:  1 x 5 x 6.8 inches

Shipping Weight: 14.9 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.4 out of 5 stars       40 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #870,799 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #39 inÃ‚Â Books > Christian Books
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Spirituality   #810 inÃ‚Â Books > Children's Books > Religions > Christianity > Bible > Stories

Age Range: 12 - 17 years

Grade Level: 7 - 12

QUICK SUMMARY: This unusual, metal-cover translation of the Bible is highly portable and, I

suspect, durable (only time will tell). The silver cover with a raised cross design is a terrific Bible for

the young adult, teen or pre-teen. But very small print makes this Bible accessible to those who

don't strain at all to read small fonts. Recommended.Background: I've been very enthusiastic about

the New Living Translation of the Bible. It's easy to understand and is easy to read aloud to children

(and adults, too -- it *is* a translation, not a paraphrase). I bought this Bible for my elementary-aged

daughter, so she can read (and understand!) God's Word for herself.WHAT I LIKE:- The

metal-cover is cool-looking, distinctive, and should be durable- The NLT translation is the version I

specifically wanted to buy- The magnetic clasp helps to keep the covers closed -- a big plus to keep

the pages protected- It's compact, portable, lightweightWHAT I DID *NOT* LIKE:- Our metal cover



Bible came to us with a very noticeable scuff mark on the cover. I tend to obsess over buying a new

item that already is banged up, but since it was for my daughter (and she doesn't obsess over such

things), I let it go. It was disappointing to me that this product came an imperfection like that.What

could be BETTER:- The font size (looks like 8 points) is really small. If you're young, it's not a

problem, but if you're older, you'll probably dislike reading Bible text in an 8-point size.Conclusion:

For the right person, this could be the *perfect* Bible. But that person is someone with good eyes,

likes the military look of things, would enjoy (or at least not be bothered by) reading a translation

that says Mary (Jesus' mother) was "obviously pregnant" instead of "great with child." And it should

come to you without the metal cover being scuffed up before you've used it. Recommended.

I know this is aimed at teens, but I bought it for my fiancee - he LOVES it!The case makes it perfect

for him to carry with us to college since he can put it in his backpack and not worry about the pages

getting wrinkled or torn. The case even has enough space for him to put his highlighter in.It was a

little smaller than what I expected, but I can't really complain about that.I have no cons to this

product so far.I DO wish there was a larger version of this, with larger print. My fiancee can read the

text just fine, while I cannot.But if you're looking for a gift that will be a blessing or something for

yourself, I recommend anything in the Heavy Metal Bible Series. All of the designs are awesome,

and you'll most likely find one that's great for whoever you're buying for!Blessings to all. :)

Love it! I bought for my son!

Although the print is small I love this little Bible and its metal cover because it stays protected in my

bags and is the longest lasting Bible I've ever owned.

I bought two of these Bibles, one for me and one for my boyfriend. We both love them. They not

only look great, but the metal covers keep the pages protected. I think this would be an especially

great Bible to give as a gift to a teenager since they look very cool. Highly recommended.

I've owned three of these Bibles and given away plenty more.The size is absolutely perfect.Just be

careful about dropping it a lot. The outer cover can bend.

Great bible for my son. He takes this everywhere with him because of the convenient size and

durability.



my 13 year old son doesn't like anything that isn't cool..... so when i saw this bible i knew it was the

one for him. now on sundays i don't have to beg him to grab his bible. he's the only one at church

with one like this. very cool, very teenager appropriate. love this item.
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